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Describes Java application development on Linux, covering such topics as business-logic object
analysis, Java servlet UIs, JSP, Swing GUIs, and database design.

From the Back CoverLinux is the fastest-growing Java development platform because it saves
money and time by serving as a platform for both development and deployment. But developers
face significant platform-specific challenges when managing and deploying Java applications in
a controlled production environment.Written for Java and Linux developers alike, Java™
Application Development on Linux®is the hands-on guide to the full Java application
development lifecycle on Linux.Determined to spare other developers hours of trial and error,
Albing and Schwarz demonstrate the platform, tools, and application development by showing
realistic, easy-to-follow examples. After a simple command-line application introduces basic
tools, this program leads readers through business-logic object analysis, database design, Java
servlet UIs, Java Server Pages (JSP) UIs, Swing GUIs, and Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT)
GUIs. Scaling up to the enterprise level provides the opportunity to use both the JBoss
Application Server and the Apache Geronimo Application Servers, and Enterprise JavaBeans
(EJB).Readers learn how toUse development tools available on Linux, such as the GNU
Compiler for Java (gcj), Ant, the NetBeans IDE, IBM's Eclipse Java IDE, JUnit, and SunONE
StudioDevelop business logic layers using Java DataBase Connectivity (JDBC)Add a Web
interface using servlets and JSPsAdd a GUI using Sun's Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) and
IBM's SWTDeploy EJBs in LinuxThe authors conclude by demonstrating how a hierarchy of
budgets can be created, tracked, and shared with Concurrent Versions System (CVS).A
companion Website includes all source code and a link to each tool described.Java™
Application Development on Linux® can propel you from a standing start to the full-speed
development and deployment of Java applications on Linux.0About the AuthorCarl Albing is a
programmer/analyst and consultant. With more than 20 years of industry experience, he has for
several years been building business solutions using Linux and Java technologies. He has made
technical presentations for conferences and corporations throughout the U.S., Canada, and
Europe.Michael Schwarz is a software engineer who has worked on Linux since its emergence.
He is a frequent contributor to Linux Journal and the lead author of Multitool Linux (Addison-
Wesley, 2002).Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Java and LinuxWhy
another book on Java? Why a book on Java and Linux? Isn't Java a platform-independent
system? Aren't there enough books on Java? Can't I learn everything I need to know from the
Web?No doubt, there are a host of Java books on the market. We didn't wake up one morning
and say, "You know what the world really needs? Another book about Java!" No. What we
realized was that there are a couple of "holes" in the Java book market.First, Linux as a



development platform and deployment platform for Java applications has been largely ignored.
This is despite the fact that the *nixplatform (meaning all UNIX and UNIX-like systems, Linux
included) has long been recognized as one of the most programmer-friendly platforms in
existence. Those few resources for Java on Linux that exist emphasize tools to the exclusion of
the Java language and APIs.Second, books on the Java language and APIs have focused on
pedagogical examples that serve to illustrate the details of the language and its libraries, but
very few of these examples are in themselves practically useful, and they tend to deal only with
the issues of writing programs, and not at all with deploying and maintaining them. Anyone who
has worked on a major software project, especially a software project that is developed and
deployed in a business for a business, knows that designing and coding are only about half of
the work involved. Yes, writing Java code is only slightly affected by the development and the
deployment platform, but the process of releasing and maintaining such applications is
significantly different between platforms.To address these missing pieces, we decided to cover
development and deployment of a Java application that has command-line, GUI, servlet, and
enterprise components on a Linux platform. We're writing the guide book we wish we had had
when we started writing and deploying Java applications on Linux. We're going to show you a
simplistic enterprise application, "from cradle to grave," but along the way cover issues of design
process, production environment, setup, administration, and maintenance that few books bother
to cover.If you are considering buying this book and you are wondering if there is any information
in here that you can't get for free on the Web, then, no. There is not. In fact, there is little
information in any Java or Linux book that is not available for free on the Internet. In fact, in each
of our chapters we will tell you where on the Web to find virtually all of the information we
present, and then some. And yet books continue to sell, and we have the chutzpah to ask you to
buy the book. The reason is that Web information is scattered, unorganized, and of highly
variable quality. We will be trying to bring all the relevant information together in this book, in a
clearly organized manner (and, we would like to believe, at an acceptably high level of quality).
We think that has value.Also, this book is part of the Bruce Perens' Open Source Series. This
book is part of the Web literature. And you may freely read it and use it on the Web. We hope this
book will be one of those you use on the Web and buy on paper. We don't know about you, but
we like to use Web books for reference, but for reading, we like books. We own at least three
books that are available for free on the Web: Thinking in C++, Thinking in Java, and O'Reilly's
Docbook: The Definitive Guide. We hope that open publishing will be the new model.This is not
to say this book is without purely pedagogical examples. Especially in Part I we make use of your
typical "throwaway" examples and single classes. To try to illustrate the basics with a complete
application would obscure and confuse the points being illustrated.Free Software and JavaGNU/
Linux is Free Software. It is Open Source. I don't even want to start the debate on what each
term means and which one is "right." One of the two authors of this book is a Free Software
advocate, and the other is of a purely laissez-faire attitude towards the question (we won't tell
you which, although we invite you to guess). But even with a deliberate decision to cease fire,



the question remains: Is Java Open Source or Free Software?The answer is mixed. Neither
Sun's nor IBM's Java implementations are Open Source or Free Software. You may download
and use them for free, but you do not have the source code to them, nor do you have the right to
make modifications to them. This book will cover the GNU Compiler for Java, which compiles
Java source code to native machine code. The GNU Compiler for Java (gcj) is both Open
Source and Free Software. It is, however, supporting differing levels of the Java APIs (some
packages are current, some are back at 1.1.x levels) and does not fully support the AWT or
Swing GUIs.However, none of this means that you cannot write your own Java programs and
release them under a Free Software or Open Source license. So you can certainly develop Free
Software in Java. Staunch Free Software partisans (such as Richard Stallman and the Free
Software Foundation) would question the wisdom of doing so. Their argument would be that a
Free Software product that depends on non-Free tools isn't really Free Software, since to
compile, use, or modify it, you need to make use of a proprietary tool.There is more than one
effort to produce a Free Software Java runtime implementation. None of them is "ready for prime
time." It would, in our opinion, be a very good thing for Sun to release their SDK and Java Virtual
Machine as Free Software. But so far, they have steadily resisted calls to do so.The fact,
however, that two distinct vendors (Sun and IBM) produce effectively interchangeable
development and runtime environments reduces some of the risk that you face when you select
a platform available only from a single vendor who does not provide source code.So, to put the
case firmly: Java is free for use, but it is certainly not Free Software as defined in The GNU
Manifesto (www.gnu.org/gnu/manifesto.html) or the GNU General Public License (www.gnu.org/
copyleft/gpl.html). This is a political and philosophical issue of interest only to those
aforementioned Free Software partisans. For the rest of us, this has no bearing on Java's
technical or business merits. As for us, obviously we like the language or we wouldn't be writing
about it.You Can Help!This book is part of the Bruce Perens' Open Source Series. Shortly after
this book is published in dead-tree form, it will be on the Web (www.javalinuxbook.com/), free for
use, redistribution, and modification in compliance with the terms of the Open Publication
License (www.opencontent.org/openpub/), with no options taken. You can immediately create
your own version as permitted in that license.Naturally enough, we plan to maintain our "official"
version of the online book, so we encourage you to send suggestions, corrections, extensions,
comments, and ideas to us. Please send any such to javalinux@multitool.net and we will try to
keep our little tome up-to-date so it continues to serve the needs of the Java and Linux
development communities.AcknowledgmentsFirst off, we naturally wish to thank Mark L. Taub,
our acquisitions editor at Prentice Hall PTR, for believing in the book and in open publishing as
the way to put it out there. We also want to thank Bruce Perens for lending his name and powers
of persuasion to open-content publishing through the Bruce Peren's Open Source Series.
Thanks, too, to Patrick Cash-Peterson and Tyrrell Albaugh, who worked as our in-house
production contacts, for all the behind-the-scenes work they did, including overseeing the
cover.In more direct terms of content, we owe major thanks to Kirk Vogen of IBM Consulting in



Minneapolis for his article on using SWT with gcj, and for his kind help in allowing us to use the
ideas he first presented in his IBM developerWorks articles; and to Deepak Kumar for graciously
allowing us to base our build .xml file for EJBs off of a version that he wrote.Thanks, too, to
Andrew Albing for his help in drawing some of our diagrams,and to George Logajan and to Andy
Miller for sharing their insights onthe more intricate details of Swing.We also wish to express our
great indebtedness to our technical reviewers, especially Andrew Hayes, Steve Huseth, and
Dan Moore. A very large thank youis also due to Alina Kirsanova whose eye for detail, endless
patience, and tenacity, and overall talent with proofng, layout, and more added so much
refinement and improvement to the book. We are grateful for all their contributions. Any errors or
omissions in this text are our fault and certainly not theirs. The book is much stronger for all their
efforts.There are likely many more people we ought to thank, especially those at Prentice Hall
PTR, whose names and contributions we may never know, but we do know that this was an
effort of many more people than just the authors, and we are grateful to them all.Read more
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Craig Maloney, “Good resource for those who want to get a feel for what's out there. Java and
Linux have come a long way since their respective introductions. Java is a serious contender as
a platform for application development on the web, while Linux is widely regarded as an
excellent platform for developing applications. For those who haven't kept current with Java
development since the heady days of applet development, the myriad of Java technologies can
look like a morass of car parts, musical genres, and acronyms. Java Application Development on
Linux helps make sense of the current Java technologies and developments, while ensuring that
the reader uses Open Source technologies as much as possible from start to finish.Part one of
Java Application Development on Linux covers the Linux and Java foundations used in the rest
of the book. Chapter one covers the fundamentals of UNIX and Linux by introducing Standard I/
O, Pipes, Environment Variables, and rudimentary commands such as ls, find, chmod, tar, and
man. Next, the authors introduce the venerable vi editor. The basic moves of vi are explained as
well as regular expressions. (Lest other editor afficianados complain, other editors, as well as
sed, are introduced, but not fully covered). Chapter 3 is a whirlwind tour of the fundamentals of
Java and Object Oriented programming. This chapter is an admirable distillation of the concepts
of Java, but by no means will it teach a rank beginner all of the points needed for full Java
proficiency. Chapter 4 ties the first three chapters together by creating a simple Java program,
compiling it, and reditecting input streams into the compiled program. The latter part of the
chapter deals with incorporating environment variables into Java code using getProperties() and
getproperty(), and with executing code via the Runtime class. Next, the book looks back at the
Sun JDK, providing an overview of the Java Compiler, the Java Runtime, javadoc, JNI, and RMI,
the Java Debugger (jdb), and jar. Chapter 6 is a quick look at the IBM Developer kit, and then it's
on to chapters covering The GNU Java Compiler (gcj) and CVS. Chapter 9 picks up with Ant,
and provides a look at why Ant was created and how to create buildfiles. Chapters 10 rounds out
the first part of the book with an unfortunately dated look at Netbeans 3 and Eclipse 2 (both of
which have recently released radically updated versions).Part two of Java Application
Development on Linux is entitled "Developing Business Logic". Chapter 11 covers the not-so-fun
portions of development: requirements gathering and prototyping. This chapter also introduces a
budget analysis project used throughout the rest of the book. Chapter 12 covers Analysis and
Design, while chapter 13 covers everybody's favorite part of development: testing! Chapter 13
discusses installing and using JUnit to create automated test cases. The last two chapters in
part two cover using a databases and JDBC together.Part three dips into Graphical interfaces,
and gives equal time for both Swing and SWT. Both toolkits are given equal time, and the Budget
application introduced in part two is given a stand-alone application front-end using both
toolkits.Java gained lots of traction lately on the web application server, and part four introduces
Servelets, JSP Servelts, and Open Source Web Application Servers. All three of these chapters
keep using the budgetting application as the basis for their examples. In part five, Enterprise



Java Beans (EJBs) are introduced in the context of this same budgeting application. While the
authors admit that EJBs may be overkill for the budgeting application, they give ample coverage
to clarify the role of EJBs in the enterprise.Every chapter in Java Application Development on
Linux includes a section describing what the authors didn't tell the reader, along with a section
on additional reading. I found it extremely helpful to know what the authors didn't cover about
each of the presented topics, and where to go for more information. Each topic is presented
frankly, with a conversational style that makes the book easy to follow and easy to read. The
book's style was so good that I found myself at the end of several chapters reading the "What
you don't know" section hoping that there was more for me to digest. The authors had a large
task in distilling the whole of Java and Linux development into one small book, but I wish that in
future editions of the book they would have more space to delve deeper into these subjects.Java
Application Development on Linux presents a broad picture of the state of Java and how Linux
can play a part in developing applications under this framework. While this book did leave me
wanting more, it still stands as an excellent introduction to Linux, Java, and the various Open
Source tools for Java Development. Readers interested in stepping into the vast ocean of Java
Development will find Java Application Development on Linux a handy guide, and a resource
which they will refer to along the way.”

R. Lodato, “Extremely readable, very informative, and deep without being. Java was developed
to be a cross-platform language. "Write Once, Run Anywhere" is the slogan, and an admirable
ideal to attempt to reach. So when I first saw the title of the book Java Application Development
on Linux, I expected to find descriptions of some idiosyncrasies in the Linux environment that
affected the "Run Anywhere" part of the equation. What I got was a lot more.The authors, Carl
Albing and Michael Schwarz, chose to create a book that is a complete guide to writing
commercial-quality Java programs. They focused on how to use the tools of Linux to assist in the
creation of Java programs. The book is broken up into five major parts: Getting Started,
Developing Business Logic, Developing Graphical User Interfaces, Developing Web Interfaces,
and Developing Enterprise Scale Software. Each chapter is self-contained, and the reader can
choose what they read without losing track. Each chapter starts with a summary of what you'll
learn, and concludes with a "What You Still Don't Know" section.Part I provides a 10-chapter
overview of Linux, Java, the SDK's (Software Development Kits) from Sun and IBM, version
control via CVS, and IDEs. The first two chapters cover a sampling of command-line Linux, plus
the Vi editor to create your programs. Chapter 3 gives you a overview of the Java language, and
Chapter 4 covers how the program can deal with the context in which it's running. The next two
chapters cover Sun's SDK and IBM's development kit (briefly). Chapter 7 describes how to use
the GNU Compiler for Java (gcj) to create native-code programs.Larger programs definitely
need some form of source control, so the widely available Concurrent Versioning System (CVS)
is clearly described out. For building and deploying the numerous files of a larger project, Ant
provides value beyond what the make facility can offer. Finally, Integrated Development



Environments (IDEs) are covered. The focus is on NetBeans, but SunONE Studio Community
Edition and Eclipse are also covered.If the book stopped after Part I, you would still have a
valuable addition to your bookshelf. However, Part II continues with a five-chapter discussion on
how to get requirements, documentation, and buy-in; how to analyze the program and discover
the objects to be created; automated testing with JUnit; storing data in databases using Oracle,
PostgreSQL, and MySQL; and using the Java Database Connector (JDBC) to access
them.Most users want some form of a graphical user interface (GUI) to access the program and
their data. Part III describe how to create a GUI using Swing and the Standard Widget Toolkit
(SWT).By far the most popular way to access programs is via a browser. Part IV describes Java
Servlets and JSP (JavaServer Pages), and also talks about two Java-based web application
servers (JBoss and Geronimo).Finally, Part V covers Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) in what the
authors describe as "an almost criminally brief introduction". While it is definitely an overview,
they still cover more than enough about EJBs to get you rolling. They wrap up the book with a
plea for help. The book is an Open Content book, and therefore they are requesting comments,
suggestions, and patch files to help improve the text and examples.I have to admit that Java
Application Development on Linux is an extremely readable, very informative, and deep without
being lengthy book. The tone used by Carl and Michael was very conversational. I found it
enjoyable, interesting, and highly informative. The only complaint I have is that they tried to cover
a little too much in a single book. EJBs definitely warranted more coverage than they provided. In
all, I rate it a 4 out of 5.”

The book by Crystal Neubauer has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 9 people have provided feedback.
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